UTeach is a national network of colleges and universities working together to improve STEM teaching and learning in the U.S. The UTeach network crosses the entire nation, with UTeach teacher preparation programs in 55 universities and thousands of UTeach alumni working at school, district, and state levels.

UTeach programs produce passionate, well-prepared teachers who stay in teaching longer and improve student performance in math and science.

Twelve Texas universities have UTeach programs, including the original UTeach program started in 1997 at the University of Texas at Austin.

**TEXAS UTEACH PROGRAMS (SPRING 2023)**

- University of North Texas
- University of Texas at Arlington
- University of Texas Permian Basin
- University of Texas at Austin
- University of Texas at San Antonio
- University of Texas–Rio Grande Valley
- University of Texas at Dallas
- University of Texas at Tyler
- Stephen F. Austin State University
- University of Houston
- University of Houston–Clear Lake
- Prairie View A&M University

**ANNUAL TEXAS UTEACH GRADUATE PRODUCTION**

**Through 2022 - 2023**

Cumulative = 3,743

During the years not shown on graph above (1999-2000 through 2011-2012), Texas UTeach programs produced 835 graduates.
GRADUATE EMPLOYMENT DATA
IN 2022–2023

3,743
Cumulative Texas UTeach graduates through 2023

37%
Graduates identified as underrepresented minorities

88%
Graduates entering teaching

84%
Graduates who teach for at least 4 years

73%
Graduates teaching in K–12 schools with a majority economically disadvantaged population

Employment records were obtained for 87% (3,019 of 3,489) of program graduates through Spring 2022.

TEXAS UTEACH TEACHER RETENTION
PERCENTAGE EMPLOYED IN K–12 SCHOOLS FOR AT LEAST 4 YEARS

YEAR ENTERED TEACHING
Overall Texas 4-year retention rate: 84%

SUBJECT CATEGORY ASSIGNMENTS FOR TEXAS UTEACH GRADUATES
2022 - 2023

56% Science
39% Computer Science
2% Mathematics
1% Engineering
1% Other

n = 2,128
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